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This paper describes a particular computer culture and environment in which young
children have learned to program. The child as problem-solver j.s discussed in terms of
three identifiable cognitive stylesg and finally, some teaching strdtegies are suggested
which take into account these different learning styles

The Computer Culture

"LOGO" is the name of a programming language, but it is also used as the name of an
environment, a culture, a way of thinking about computers and about learning and about
putting the two Eogether. The environment i-s made of ideas, of things, and of peopLe.
The things include not only the computer, but eomputer controlled devices like turtles.
There are mechanical turtles which move along the floor and are often equipped with touch
or light sensors, and there are al-so graphics turtles, which live on TV-like screens where
they draw in phosphor white or in multi-color. The computer system which gives Life to
all of this understands the LOGO language. The computer and the programming language
play a vital role in creating an exciting atmosphere where programs, peopLe, turtles and
other computer controlled devices interact with one another and learn from one another.
In the environment people become researchers, and actions and ideas take on animate
qualities. Ideas from eomputer science like naming, proeedurization, and debuggl-ng
become intermixed wiEh anthropomorphic thinking to become lively tools in problem-solving
situations.

Different turtle Eypes naturally develop distinct attributes, but there are also common
elements. For example, the turtlers state is its position and its heading. Its state can
be changed by either telling it to go FORWARD (or BACK) a number of steps or telling it to
turn RIGHT (or LEFT) some number of degrees. It can also leave a trace (PENDOI^IN) of its
path or not (PENUP).

* My thanks to Seymour Papert for hi.s help over the years and his comments on this paPer.
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while the culture is closely tied to turtles, it is certainly more universal. Theturtles were invented as vehicles to convey this eurture to beginners. They make certainimages nore vivid and certain ideas *or" 
"L.r"rete. But the goar is to convey these ideasand images, to make them rea1, comfortable, personal for a blginner of any age.

A Functional Description

Functlonally, the LOGO environment is made up of the following:
(1) a computer

(2) a prograrmlng language and an operating system

(3) a colLection of comPuter peripherals, usuaIly ineluding graphics andturtles

(4) a collection of projects

(5) a meta-language - a consistent way of talking about the Language, theprojects, etc.

(6) a relationship between teacher and learner

(7) a collection of t'bridge activities" like juggling, pttzz1es, etc.
A11 of these comPonents are interdependent and the special virtues of the environmentfollow from their coherence vith one another. Taken individually" they have no greatmeri't or utility. For example, one would expect very limited educatlonal benefits tocome from teaching prograrmring, even LoGo programming, in an ttabstractrr environment orfrom using turtles as toys wiihout a vision derlved irom the computer culture.
The design of the LoGo environment as a whole is strongly influenced by certain generalideas of which three are particularly relevant to work wittr-young children: procedurization,anthropomorphization, and debugging. The following three sections diseuss these in turn.

A Procedural Vlew of the WorL{

A procedural view of the world touches upon all aspects of our cul-ture. Taken in itssimplest sense' a Procedure is a descri.ption of how tL do so,nething, and when appried tothe world, leads to a Perception of complicated processes in terms of subprocesses. ?hatis, complicated Processes are reduced to an interconnected cluster of simpler processes,each of which can be elearly described. rn the LoGo world, wherher a child is learningto walk on stilts or to juggle three bal1s or to make the turtle walk in a square, themain intellectual activity is to look for a set of procedures which, when knit together,will do the job. The intellectual environment we are describing is designed to exploitthis cornmonality in order to channel prior real-world procedurai knowledge into theservice of Eastering the comPuter and al-so to channel whatever i-s so learned back intoimprovements of knowledge about the non=computer worrd.
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As a support to procedural thinkinq emphasis is placed on giving words meanings, naming
processes, and making descriptions for'how to do things. These ideas are embodiea in LOGO,
the prograrmning J.anguage. (A real attempt was made to minimize the formalisms of language
so as not to detract from naming, procedurizing, subprocedurizing, recursion. Further
work is needed here and become dramatically apparent in work with young children.)

An Anthropormorphic View of the Computer

Anthropomorphizing, rrascribing human characleristics to non-human Ehingst', has been a
natural way to understand aspects of the world. It can also be seen as a powerful problem
solving too1. Its pervasiveness is supported by the fact that we talk about a TTLOGO turtl-e
environmentt'or a ttcomputer culturet'or ttLOGO worldstt, erc., and are understood. Turtles
themselves are concrete realizations of this thinking. On a more abstract 1eveI, programs
as well as turtles are looked at anthropomorphically. This gives rise to powerful
t.eaching strategies such as the use of metaphors like "playing computertr, trbeing the
turtlerr, ttbeing the procedurett, t'naming the actors and describing their rolestt, t'teaching
the eomputer new wordst', rfteaching the turtle how to do something". A further extension
of these teaching strategles is embodied in the idea of encouraging young students to
think of themselves as studying turtle behavior or computer behavior in order to learn
about themselves--both how they are the same and how they are different. Thinking in
lerms of using what r.re know in order t.o teaeh the computer requires us to know some of
its essential attributes as well as our own, and at the same time feeds lnto and is
supported by a proeedural view of the wor1d.

Debugging

The important message that comes from ideas about debugging is that we learn from our
mistakes; that the intricate process of making things work or learning new skills has to
do with hypothesizing, test,ing, revising, etc

l.lhen debugging is embedded in a computer world where procedural and antoropomorphic
thinking come into play the process becomes one of the most engaging activities in the
environment. Children collect, classify and enjoy bugs. Sometimes bugs are serendi-
pitously adopted as features worth perpetuating, sometimes procedures must be constructed
to deal with the phenomena caused by their appearance, and sometimes the bugs and their
side effect need to be removed. But in this pursuit, children become creative researchers
studying behavior, making up theories, trying out ideas, etc.

A Philosophy of Learning

To the extent that the children are really abl-e to see themselves as t'creative
researcherstt, they are Learning somethlng much more important than using computers.
lle believe that the computer when used as proposed here is the ideal carrier for this
self-iurage of learner-as-researcher.

This approach applies to teachers as well as students. When I teach LOGO, I honestly
see myself and the child as engaged in a genuine joint research activity: rce are jointly
trying to understand what is happening in the unlque si.tuation created by this turtle
project. The exact situation really has never occurred before. It Poses problems I have
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never seen before. I do not knor^r in advance what the ans\Jers are. One of the most
exciting discoveries made by ttG-children is just that: "You mean you really donrt
know how to do ittt, exclaimed one child in amazement and in react.ion to a hundred
rmembered situations in which teachers put on the stdnce of "letrs do it togetherrr
while reaIly knowing the answer in advance. For some chiLdren the prospect of an
honest relationship with the teacher is something new and inspiring. This environment
is especialJ-y good for developing such relationships because it is so "discovery rich".
One of ny goals is to convey to other teachers the possibility of this "teacher-and-
student-as-research collaborators'r kind of relati.onship. The the extent that we can
achleve this, rile see one way in which the effect of the computer preseoce goes beyong
"using computers'r. Its real ippact is on the total culture of which teacher and ehiLd
are part

The Skills a Child Might Use in Prograrrning

Initial studies of young children a1low me to construct a plausible l-ist of skills
which a child might need in order to construct a program. For exampie, imaglne a child
rrrites a prograo in L0GO to draw a face l-ike

Such a

(1)

project involves the following elements:

Setting up a pl-an for the project

(a) identifying the parts

(b) naming each part

(c) pieking a starting state for the turtl-e (in this case, starti.ng at
the center greatly sinplifies the plan)

(2) Using procedures coneePtuall-y, €.8., CIRCLE procedures

(3) Using inputs, message passing

(4) Scaling figures and rotating figures

(5) Debugging the desi-gn, e.g., recognizing deviation from the original plan
like eyes too big (so change input to circle); nose too far from center
(so either change turtlets heading or change turtlers position before
running circle procedure).
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(6) Defining procedures formally (without inputs)

(7) Using define procedures as subprocedures

(8) Reeursively defining proced,ures

(9) Debugging procedures, €.8., recognizing that an instruction is missing;recognizing that a cormnand is misspelled; recognizing that the numbersi.nput are revised.

r have observed all these elements in work with my first and second grade subjects.other elements of LoGo progranming which have not been observed in such smalL childrenbut which seem to be worth trying to teach are:

(a) Deflning procedures with inputs
(b) Using conditionals
(c) Using debugging aids

Strategies in an Anthro ter Culture

The develoPnent of teaching strategi.es as well as the accessibility of prograumlngskills are influenced by (and influence) how the system--the language, the devices, thedebugging aids--can be used or modified to enhance the learaing process. rn this processthe researcher nust decide what key ideas are to be emphasized and must be ready to addto them. Ihis ciemands sensitive judgment in distingui"trirrg those difficulties a childexperiences which are i.ntrinsic to the conceptual material from those difficultles whicharise from unfortunate aspects of the formal-ism of the computer language. In thtssituation, the enormous advantage of an extensible languagu fit. I.OCO ior SMATLTALK)
becomes apParent: BASIC is BASIC is BASIC and nothi.tg-*rrih can be done about it; thelnterface between LoGo and the user can be changed by a teacher who knows only LOGO(i.e., isntt a systems .prograrnmer).

Such consideratlons guided the development of LOGO as a progranming environment to
L0G0 as a turtle based prograrnmlng environnent. We were able io take-advantage ofturtles and anthropomorphic and procedural thinking in several ways,

In turtle graphics geometric shapes are described in terms of the knowledge theturtle has about itself in relation to its world. It can go forward or back and turnright or 1eft. So can a child. The child can act like the turtle. Thus, lf we tellthe turtle to

FORWARD 50 (steps)
RIGITT 90 (degrees)
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90
FORWARD 50
RIGHT 90
FORI^IARD 50
RIGHT 90
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the turtle would trace out a square of side length 50. you would., too, if you carriedout those conmands. Thus "playing turtlerr follows from this. Being a turtle is a power-ful heuri'stic and debugging principle and to put it into practice, children are encouragedto walk in a square, observe their or^rn actions, and translate them into turtle counands.

Playing turtle is also useful in encouraging children to ttwork throughrt puzzlement orttcognltive dissonance". For example, the set of conmands previously given will causethe turtle to make a square no matter where it is positioned or headed. Since the childmight see the figure as a diamond or a "skewed square" playing with the procedure createsinteresting and provocative situations.

onee the child knows how to d.escribe a square to the turtle, he must give the processa name and link the name and the instructions together. Currently, if the child told thecomputer to

SQUARE

the computer would respond

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO SQUARE

The rrstandard LGo, formalism for remedying this to to define a new procedure by typing

TO SQUARE
10 FD 50
20 RT 90 etc.

In my work at I'1IT with elementary school children I noticed that this process compounded
two difficulties: (1) the conceptual difficulty inherent in the idea of defining aprocedure; and (2) the aceidental difficulty of remembering how to do this in LOGO. I
int-'oduced the idea of an interactive computer aid for this purpose. The aid is invoked
by typing the ;ingle word TEI-CH. It then prornpts the child who can, so ro speak, "teach"the computer through the following transaction. I underl-ine what the computlr types:

TEACH
TEA,CH ME TO SQUARE
STEP 1:
ETEpT'

FD 50
RT 90

:
STEP 9: END

NOW I KNOW HOW TO SQUARE

Now the turtle can make a square and the
can use it to ereate a new design where

FLAG
FORI^TARD 50
SQUARE

computer understands the word SQUARE, the child
SQUARE is used as another LOGO word:

TO
1
2

END
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And now be used Eo create designs:

As an extension of subprocedurizing, children are ed to reeursion. For example:

TO MANY-FI.AGS
1 FLAG
2 RIGHT 10
3 MANY-FLAGS
END

To understand such a process, we ask children to play a ttpeople proced.ure game". For
example: when I say WOW, raise you hand and then Lower it. Now I w111 say IJOI^I several
times. The next step is to change WOW, add a eommand: this time raise your hand, lower
it and te11 yourself out loud to WOW.

We play ihis game for a while and then go back to turtle procedures and apply the same
technigue to the turtle.

At some point we extend ttpeople proceduresrt to serve as models for non-turtle
activities, "bridge activities" like learning to walk on stilts or juggle or solve
puzzles, where we develop procedures, execute them, debug them, and refine them to fit
individual learning styles.

Individual .Styles of Learning and Teaching Strategles

In preliminary work, I have observed that different chil-dren take over the computer in
different r4rays. They show different learning styles, different paths into the computer
work. Undoubtedly this bare statement is true for all Learning; what is special here is
that the plasticity of the computer allows the process to go further and become more
explicit. In working with computers there really are many paths to the same goal. More-
over, there are many equally great goals to pursue. Thus, children rea1ly do have to
express and explore their or^m intellectual styles.

Although each child has a uni.que intellectual personality and the use of the computer
allows us to respect it, we do, nevertheless, observe some regularities. I sha11
describe three learning styles which have emerged partlcularly clearly not.onI-y from my
own work with young children, but from work recently eompleted at the MlT-Brookline LOGO
project by D. Watt in his teaching of 8 sixth graders over a six week period.
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Style 1: This child
example, he will design and

is a planner. He
implement a truck

works from a complete formulation. For
or a bear:

Style 2: This child uses building blocks, subprocedures, and experiments with
their possibiliEies. He arrives at some goal which j.s not predefined through a series of
trial and error steps. For example:

from

Style 3: It is, perhaps, most difficult to deveLop teaching strategies for this
child sinee he defines his ornrn goals which he will not verbalize. What he is exploring
and how he does it can easily be misinterpreted. His activities often look l-ike turtle
scribblings. IIe may t'revert backt' to changing the turtlers state by tiny increments or
he may use the sarne increments to all turtle eommands (like FORWARD and LEFT) repeatedly.

The teaching methodology I have developed is based on a model of a chlld who, in the
LOGO turtle context, mlght use, though to di-fferent degrees, all three of these l-earning
styles. In our initial conEact, I try to "plant seeds" for all three. For example, I
encourage a beginning student to drive the turtle around the screen in a series of direct
commands with no goal other than to understand the turtle;s behavior in its environment.
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But in the same iniEial session
in a square or, perhaps, having
fIoor, I ask the child to make
this I elicir primarily style 3

r suggest some concrete goal like: make the turtle walkplaced some t'sguares,, on the screen or blocks on thethe turtle touch them (knock the tolrer down, etc.). Inwith some hint at style 1.

r facilitate style 2 by seLzing on something interesting the child has just done andsuggesting "teaching" it to the computer. Thui r encouragE tn. child to proeedurlze, andthereby turn the turtre meanderings into repeatabl. p"aa.irrr, p.oc"dures, building blocks,and then use these procedures as subproceduies tocreateunanticipated designs.

The beginning student would very quickly be asked to ehoose a design from a collectionbuilt from a subprocedure familiar to the child or create his or,rn design, and then developprocedures for getting the turtle to make the design. rn this way children are exposed tostyle 1.

I can illustrate both the pervasiveness of these styles and the way in which I workwith physical skills as bridge activities by the following anecdote in which we see thesame styles in two different domains. Mar and Sco, third grade children from the RobertsSchool in cambridge, Massachusetts, were learning to walk on stilts at MrT. Mar had beenvery resistent to procedural thinking in hi-s computing activities and now when he waslearning to walk on stilts he again refused to procedurize. He just wanted to get up andget there and so tried to apply brute-force technigues. Sco, on the other hand, waseager to use procedures in both cases. The result was: Mar, who prided himself on hisphysical dexteri.ty' was very much surprised when Sco, who was not so ttcoordinated,,,
learned to r'ra1k on stilts very qui.ckly and very wel1. A side note on Sco: Although heappreciated procedural thinklng, he resisted global- planning, of developing proceduresto accomPlish a predetermined goal, untilthisexperience. n" rras no less s,riprised
than IIar at his "victory[ in the race to learn to walk on stilts, and carried the fruitsof his trlumph for a long time.
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